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Summary : In the early +30*’s a new concept in Japanese urban planning appeared, the fukutoshin (sub
center). This concept aimed to change the single centered structure of the city that was located in the
Marunouchi area. Due to this three sub-centers were proposed ; Ikebukuro, Shibuya and Shinjuku.
The intention of this paper is to understand the conception and composition of the public open
space in Nishi Shinjuku, and its ﬁnal results. To achieve this understanding an analysis from a
historical point of view of the creation and evolution of the fukutoshin in West Shinjuku is conducted
as well as a study of the environmental particularities of the urban tra$c network changing process,
which is associated with the development of the area.
The main idea of the structure for the plan of the fukutoshin was focused on creating an economical
and administrative capital for Tokyo, Japan and Asia, based on the total restructure of the Nishi
Shinjuku area. One of the key points of the plan was the separation between cars and pedestrians as
well as the increase of the percentage of open space in the area, with the intention of expanding the
access of such areas to the general population. For this reason it is important to understand the
function and plan of the di#erent open spaces of each block, which were created surrounding the
construction of the buildings. This was possible under the process of transference of volume in a way
to allow, in exchange for the extension in the height limits of the buildings, a higher percentage of
open space areas in each block. Besides the advance planning of the general project, this study ﬁnds
that the original proposal of the plan for the management of the fukutoshin was not totally fulﬁlled in
its conception of the open spaces, since there exists a considerable variation between the percentage
ratios of the open space areas at each one of the eleven central blocks as well as an absence of
agreement in the design and the network connection of the areas. Through a detailed analysis of the
area and the contraposition of the data, it is possible to achieve an understanding of the reasons that
inﬂuenced in obtaining that result.
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+. Introduction
The fukutoshin or sub-center implementation plan is
the creation of a new sub center in the city since the
only center, or toshin, is the area of the Imperial Palace,
which appears to be the central organizing element of
the urban form+. Indeed it is positioned in the geo-
graphical middle of the city as a heart from where the
city spread outwards. A cognitive analysis shows that
actually there doesn’t exist only one center but many
sub centers linked by the transportation network.
This area doesn’t perform in the reality ; neither does
it have a strong character as a center, or magnet node,
as Shinjuku does now. On the other hand the area of
Nishi Shinjuku plays a role as an imposed center by
magnitude and activity (Business, Information and
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Government,) as well as through the train network,
the scale and the volume of people that commute, work
and visit the area daily-.
The study of the high-rise proposals in the area and
the constructions of the buildings that frame the entire
space is of vital importance. The SFK (Shinjuku
Fukutoshin Kensetsu), from +30* to +302 was the result.
It was the coordinator of the allotting activities in the
area, and then from +303 the SKK (Shinjuku Shintoshin
Kaihatsu Keikaku) was the regulator of the establishing
the conditions for the constructions and the mainte-
nance as well as the construction of the di#erent open
spaces.
In the beginning rail networks were not included
inside the works of the fukutoshin, but each of the
railroad companies was responsible for the works of
improvement of facilities and the installations of the
trains. The di#erent railway companies were also re-
sponsible for the creation of the Shinjuku Union Station
and they had the responsibility of moving the di#erent
lines to that terminal. The outcome of this work was
that Shinjuku Union Station became an important node
of communication to and from the west of Tokyo, an
addition that agreed with the works of the plan of the
fukutoshin.
To complete the works The Public Corporation for
Highways and Roads of the capital was responsible for
the extension of Ome Kaido and Koshu Kaido avenues
as well as the ramp of Highway No. . (See Table +),
which would complete the urban tra$c network link-
ing the fukutoshin of Nishi Shinjuku with the rest of the
city.
,. The structural guidelines for the
building construction
From +30/ to +303 the blocks where the Yodobashi
Water reservoir was, the actual eleven central blocks
area where the main concentration of business build-
ing where expected to be built, were put on sale ; but
this sale didn’t result in the immediate beginning of the
constructions. From the second half of +30* until +31*
there was a process of recovery of the economy..
In +303 the SKK, as a union of the di#erent com-
panies that purchased the lots, imposed a timetable for
the constructions and a basic guidelines for the work
and use of the buildings (See Table +).
In April of +31+, the construction agreement as well
as the guideline and rules for a concrete construction
plan were laid down.
The main points of the construction agreement were :
+. From the point of view of stopping the pollution
of the atmosphere, employment of air conditioning
system, and central heating as source of heat.
,. Separation of the pedestrian paths and the
streets.
-. Planning of the organic combination among the
spaces and among each one of the blocks.
.. Improvement of the public transport.
/. Limiting of the height of the buildings to ,/*
meters above the ground.
In an e#ort to improve the open space capacity, the
SKK imposed policies for the regulation of buildings
that were constructed in single lots allowing the
Table + SKK (Shinjuku Shintoshin Kaihatsu Keikaku)
primary objectives for the building constructions and maintenance
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remaining space to be kept for open areas or as pas-
sages for public use, and also the streets were widened.
The allowed policies extended the limit for the height
of the buildings but were limited by di#erent disposi-
tions.
The extension of constructed area for buildings is
limited in height by the limitation of the oblique dispo-
sition from the opposite side to the adjacent streets of
the blocks and to the north side for the regulation of
the percentage of shadow and daily light to the adja-
cent residential neighborhoods.
Indeed the construction of the buildings was
liberated making an exception to the original plan, but
still in accordance with the scheme of regulations.
Therefore, the limits of capacity and height are in
accordance with the percent of capacity of use of the
ﬂoor in relation to the surface, and considering the
improvement of the environmental conditions in rela-
tion to all that is created in a certain area.
The regulation on the extension of the limits of the
height of the buildings was based on certain parame-
ters, according to the regulation standards of the con-
structions ; for example in the case of the business and
commercial area, the limitation of the height of the
building in the case of the building facsades facing
inwards to the business area, would we marked by a
ground slash inclination of + to ,./, taking as a starting
point the boundary line of the neighbor site from the
height line of -+ meters in direction to the top of the
building.
In the case of the facsade facing towards the road, the
height limit would be imposed by a road slash inclina-
tion of + to +./ taking as a starting point the opposite
side, limit of the street.
For the commercial and business area the limit of
height also could be expanded due to the implementa-
tion of a Plan Unit Development system (P.U.D.), which
is an exception to the traditional urban planning, a
change in the standard regulations for the construc-
tions.
Nevertheless, in the case of the central eleven blocks
(See Fig. ,), there was an objective to maintain a solid
unity in the width of the streets that surrounded the
area of the fukutoshin. In accordance with this objec-
tive, the area of the buildings would have some special
conditions. Here, the conception of the special blocks,
the ones that had been implemented for the ﬁrst time in
the development concept of the fukutoshin of Nishi
Shinjuku, must be mentioned. This concept is the
concretion of an area of single allotted blocks (the
eleven central blocks) with special particularities, each
one of which is composed of di#erent areas : surround-
ing pedestrian area and the total construction area.
The total construction area is composed of the total
building area and the open space area or patio. The
external public pedestrian circulation area is connected
by several accesses to the semi public open space as a
transition between the public outside area and the
private building area, improving the functionality of
this special block, mostly by placing single centered
constructions in each block. The project also is the
conception of a grid of wide streets and blocks having
mostly similar size and shape in the total area from the
block + to 3.
-. Increase of the open space area through
the allowance of volume transference
The ﬁrst building built on the fukutoshin in Novem-
ber of +302 was the Keio Plaza Hotel. Following the
construction of the Keio Plaza Hotel, other companies
imitating Keio started an intense building process.
In the following scheme we can appreciate the
developing of the buildings, as well the capacity in
square meter and personnel that would work and visit
the area. (See Table ,)
As can be appreciated, the volume of the construc-
tions and the capacity is huge. In a very short time, .*
years, the amount of people that work and visit the
area increased monumentally, changing the scale of
the Nishi Shinjuku area from an unpopulated and unde-
veloped area to a modern complex city. The amount of
space liberated for use as public open spaces increased,
compared with the rest of Tokyo, from 0 to +1,
which includes the Shinjuku Central Park (Chuo Koen)
(See Fig. +). The project allowed an emerging increase
for greenery, as well as an adequate use of parks. It can
be said that the plans succeeded taking into considera-
tion the amount of percentage dedicated for such pur-
poses. And if we consider that the percentage ratio of
the area dedicated for building constructions in the
fukutoshin was -- of the total area, against 10
which is the average dedicated for building construc-
tions in the rest of Tokyo, we can conclude that not
only the percentage for open space areas and greenery
increased, but also the general percentage in the con-
struction area ratio contrasted to the open space areas
ratio also increased favorably.
In connection with the idea of providing a “bonus” in
the percent of capacity, the change in the creation of
new public open spaces, the interconnection of the
spaces, as well as their use has become a problem, since
there is a weak communication among them. An addi-
tional problem was the communication between the
new public and private open spaces. On the other
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hand, spaces for pedestrians, along the streets their use
on the contrary was e$cient showing good results.
In the case of very high buildings, the winds
generated by the constructions could be negative, and
under these conditions it became imperative to make
good use of the interior public spaces. A proposal for
these interior public spaces was made in the planning
for the blocks 0 and 1 of the Shinjuku fukutoshin, by
which the use of space related to this area become
systematically ordered. The blocks + to 3 were practi-
cally a unity connected above ground by passages,
increasing the pedestrian free circulation from the sta-
tion up to the high-rise buildings zone and on the
Shinjuku Chuo Koen at the back through bridges, reach-
ing a systematized form in the good use of these varied
spaces, with a diversity of styles. Next to the fact that
the interior spaces were included or connected to the
public spaces, the included greenery and the benches
completed the urban furniture, giving a common sense
to the whole/.
.. The expanding transport network in
relation to the fukutoshin plan
The plan of urban redevelopment of the fukutoshin
was not only important for Shinjuku but also for the
urban planning of Tokyo. The project had to deal with
the huge mass of people who would commute daily to
this area for work purposes or pleasure. In addition this,
careful planning is closely related with the improve-
ment of the urban tra$c network of roads and trains.
Table , building developments and data
(* For reference of the building location see Fig. ,)
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The main key was the Shinjuku Union Station project
as it was implicated by the connection of new lines and
the improvement of services. Between +3-+ and +3-,,
the end of the route of the Keio train line was moved
toward the west side of Shinjuku Station of the Odakyu
terminal. In +30. the Shinjuku JR Station was com-
pleted. In +31. Keio-Sagamihara line and also Odakyu-
Tama line extended to Shinjuku. In addition, in +32*
the Shinjuku-Iwamotocho Toei subway’s Shinjuku line
opened and in +320 Saikyo line opened. All of these
improvements linked Shinjuku to the west as well as to
the east, making rapid progress in connecting the
fukutoshin to the entire city train network0. The grad-
ually increasing number of people who commute at
Fig. + Nishi Shinjuku fukutoshin development area
(* for reference to the building construction data see Table ,)
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Shinjuku can be appreciated since the fukutoshin plan
started and Shinjuku was becoming the central node.
There exists a close interaction between the increase of
train services and commuters and the development of
the fukutoshin since the early beginning of the building
constructions ; this phenomenon can be appreciated as
is shown in Fig. ,.
It was expected that an average of ++* thousand
people would come in to work at Nishi Shinjuku every-
day, along with between ,1,2 thousand visitors a day,
which shows the importance of the project for the
society1.
An important improvement for this project was the
creation of the Toei Shinjuku line No. +, of subway that
runs underground of the fukutoshin (See Fig. +) opened
in +32/. This was a direct way to link the Shinjuku
Station to the project area as a way of transport for
workers and visitors, and more recently the subway
line of Oedo is connected to the fukutoshin at the Tocho
Mae Station that runs from Shinjuku2.
As we can see in Fig. , the impulse of the project
compels an incredible amount of commuters daily, on
the other hand the imposed structure of the project
makes necessary the creation of new lines, which can
be reﬂected in a kind of auto propulsion. After each
major step in the evolution of the fukutoshin project a
new train line was created.
/. Open space composition at the eleven
central blocks
To arrive at a better understanding of the spatiality
of the open spaces of Nishi Shinjuku, an exhaustive
analysis was carried out, focusing on the eleven central
blocks of the fukutoshin.
By analyzing the composition of the total area of
each block, and considering the separation of the areas
dedicated for general construction, pedestrian, the
building construction and the total open space area.
Analyzing the percentage ratio of open space in each
block of the central area, it could be understood that a
considerable variation exists in the percentage rate
dedicated for that purpose.
As a result of this process, the reason of that discrep-
ancy between the ways that each block is planned can
be understood.
There is no common sense in the way of distributing
the areas designated for each construction purpose.
The variations are not in relation to the di#erences in
the volume in ha of each block, since if we look at the
ratio () of the volume dedicated for open space in
each block, it di#ers from -3.. at the lowest to 12.-
at the highest, giving a di#erence of -2.3 between the
extremes, with a media average ratio for open space
area at 0*.+. (Fig. -)
To ﬁnd the reasons that allow understanding of the
key to this variant it is necessary to go beyond by
analyzing other factors.
As can be appreciated in Fig. ., is possible to under-
stand the di#erences of the areas ratio dedicated for
open spaces. The average ratio for open space areas is
organized in a graph according to the year of the
construction of the buildings.
It is clear that in the case of the Keio Hotel, being the
ﬁrst ediﬁce in the area of the central eleven blocks of
the fukutoshin, the measures for the construction of the
open space taken at the time were unevaluated. The
next constructions did not follow the ﬁrst case and
progressively increased the amount ratio of open
space, but again the lowest ratio is represented at that
time by the Odakyu Century Hyatt as could be seen
before. But these graphs, after showing an increase,
suddenly decrease coinciding also with a period of
economic inﬂation in Japan, and followed by an eco-
nomic revival. Private interests could not a#ord con-
struction under the high rates dedicated to open space,
which are economically unproductive. Following that
decay, there started a slow increase, mostly
represented in the case of public buildings such as the
TMG buildings complex, after which started to de-
crease again after a slowing process of the economy.
It’s important here to keep in mind there exists a
di#erence between public and private constructions as
could be seen later on. This is shown clearly in the
increase of open spaces ratio, represented exclusively
in the case of public buildings, and particularly those
buildings of the TMG that were a self-monument to the
central Tokyo Metropolitan Government, which carried
out an extended campaign to move the o$ces to the
actual location without measuring the cost of the eco-
nomic recession. This can be appreciated also in the
study of the composition of the percentage distribution
of the total open space area of each block (Fig. /),
taking into account the distribution of di#erent ele-
ments that compose the open space, analyzed through
the total average ratio () of the open space area for
each block, by year of construction. These are : total
pedestrian area ratio, total internal walk path and
patios area ratio, total greenery area ratio, total stairs
area ratio, total car access and parking area ratio and
total water ponds area ratio.
It can be said that both of the hotels (blocks 0 & 1)
have a considerable high ratio in parking areas at
surface level under the concept of permanent clients
and the same ratio () dedicated to internal patio or
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Fig. , Graphic of the related causes for the increase of commuters at Shinjuku
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walk path, the other one is Sumitomo building, but in
exchange has a better standard for the internal patio
area, which is one of the most accessible areas for the
general public, with an easy free circulation all around.
Detach that the Public buildings are the only ones
that enjoy a high standard for open space, all of them
having water ponds, which are inexistent or hardly
present in other cases. The most accessible areas for
the general public are the internal patios, which also
follow the pattern of the economy, increasing and
decreasing almost as did the total area ratio for open
spaces. And again, the leading construction of public
buildings represents the increase after the decrease
represented in the graph in +312.
Fig. - Composition of the Open space at the fukutoshin central blocks
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Up to here it can be understood that there does not
exist a uniformity of the average ratio for open spaces
at the central blocks, but this would be analyzed in
contraposition to the average height of the building in
ﬂoors, for each block by year of construction. (Fig. 0)
The height in ﬂoors for the building constructions
correspond to an average of -2.2 ﬂoors but in a varia-
tion from 2 ﬂoors at the lowest case to a height of //
ﬂoors. A construction with fewer ﬂoors could have had
less open space according to the regulations ; this was
the main central idea of the fukutoshin plan of Nishi
(West) Shinjuku. Building constructions could increase
in height under the idea of beneﬁting the community,
adding wider areas of open space, since the higher the
building is built the more the open space area percent-
age should be increased, and as a compensation be-
cause the percentage of shadow that they produce is
also bigger.
Against this, the Keio Plaza Hotel (private) exceeds
the media in negative proportions, giving not enough
open space for its height, exceeding the norms. On the
contrary the TMG building, Tomin Plaza (public), is far
over the positive relations.
Finally to conclude, the results are contraposed in
the case of Fig. 1, which represents the relation of
average height of the buildings at the blocks in relation
to the area ratio for each block dedicated to open space
area. In this case the Keio Plaza Hotel Building is not
Fig. . Table and Graph of the area percentage dedicated
for open space in each block by year of construction
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taken into consideration, nor the TMG building Tomin
Plaza, having respectively in each case too bad, and too
good values for the open space average. With these
exceptions, the graph shows that there exists a general
agreement to the original plan. Taking the media of
the total average height of the buildings and the total
media of the open space ratio of the blocks, the result
concludes that an average media relation represents,
for each ﬂoor constructed, an average ratio of +.0/ of
the total area of the block dedicated to the increase of
the open space area.
In this way the resulting factors that are inﬂuential
in the planning in terms of the average percentage
ratio for the diverse open space areas of the blocks
were : the height in ﬂoors of the buildings and the
period of the construction (economy), Private or Public
Fig. / Table and Graph of the composition of the percentage
distribution for the total open space area in each block
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constructions.
Construction ﬂourished during the economic boom,
decaying in the late +31*’s and early +32*’s and being
represented in increased projection only by the public
construction sector after that period. This shows that
only public investment could a#ord a higher rate ()
of areas dedicated to open spaces, and private invest-
ment, despite even getting higher in building ﬂoors
construction, couldn’t maintain the same standards.
This means that the fukutoshin plan was based on the
projection of an established secured economy, and
couldn’t prevent a possible reaction in the market that
would make it di$cult to maintain the guidelines, that
were secured in the outlines of the general manage-
ment plan.
0. General observations
At the moment, the interest of the fukutoshin project
lies mostly in the contrast which it provides with the
patterns of development of Shinjuku in the past,
Fig. 0 Table and Grapc of the averages in ﬂoors of the buildings at the blocks by the year of construction
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isolated from the realities and complexity of Shinjuku
and from an understanding of the dynamics of its
historical development, such plans treated Shinjuku as
little more than an instrument for advancing a master
plan. The real question to be asked is why any such
grand plans are totally e$cient. The ﬁrst anomaly of
the fukutoshin is one of function : it was not a sponta-
neous response to the needs of the people generated by
the station, but rather an artiﬁcial technique of dispers-
ing the heavy concentration of business facilities in the
Marunouchi center.
This occurred basically because the disposition of
the land for the fukutoshin was conducted within the
context of the internal politics of the Tokyo Metropoli-
tan Government with little or no direct participation of
indigenous Shinjuku commercial or residential inter-
Fig. 1 Table and Graph of the average height of the buildings at the block
In comparison with the open space rate at each block
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ests. In the ﬁrst place, the area is too distant from the
current station-commercial complex to be of interest to
local developers.
The total functionality of the plan collides with the
problem that the lots of land were too large to be
purchased by local capital with the one exception of
the private railroads (Keio and Odakyu). In a sense, the
fukutoshin project was the victim of the ﬁnancial plight
of the city government, which could not a#ord to
develop the land for public use nor even to wait and
allow spontaneous private needs to emerge. Not
surprisingly, the lots were purchased slowly and reluc-
tantly. In order to sell such a large piece of land
quickly and at high prices, it became necessary to
develop a master design, both for the function and the
physical planning.
The other problem is represented in a new concern
for the lack of pedestrian convenience, such as the
planning of pedestrian decks, which link at least some
of the buildings. The result, closely resembles the idea
of the “City for Three Million” of Le Corbusier, is a
classic case of formal mid-,*th century planning princi-
ples. Since the basic plan was made in the +30*’s when
the automobile showed promise, it is a city made for
automobiles rather than pedestrians that in the end
failed, since today most people arrive at Shinjuku by
public transport. The proportions are as follow : 2/
arrive by train, 2 by bus, . by foot and the remain-
ing - come by taxi or private car.
Neither is there a common pattern of the whole for
the design of the open spaces of the fukutoshin. The
blocks No. +, . and /, which belong to the TMG com-
plex, are integrated into the same design, while the rest
of the blocks follow di#erent concepts (not uniﬁed).
The blocks ., / and 0 are oriented to have important
access to the pedestrian at the north side, as well as
blocks 1, 2 and 3 do at the south side at Chuo Ave. This
Avenue is the main corridor with straight access to
Shinjuku Station and has the character of a symbolic
Avenue. At the same time the relationship to the
Shinjuku Chuo Koen (central park) is weak, mostly
being connected to the rest of the fukutoshin by bridges
and performing a background scenario to frame the
TMG building complex. The designs of the open
spaces follow the purposes of the main construction at
the block and are not correlated by design to the other
open spaces at the block. A better conception of a
design linked to the idea of the whole will add unity to
the character of the area, as well as it would provide
continuity to the general purposes expressed at the
beginning for the conception of the management of the
fukutoshin plan of Nishi Shinjuku. (See Fig. 2)
1. Conclusions
The plan of the fukutoshin of Nishi Shinjuku con-
ceived the development of a total restructure for a
nodal city with special particularities, the idea of es-
tablishing an administrative and business center that
becomes the new symbol of Japan, a capital inside the
capital3.
Fig. 2 Methodology of the plan and side e#ects
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From this point of view, the fulﬁlling of the project
was possible ﬁrst due to a strict management, and a
good connection of the area to the city tra$c network
under the constructions of fast connections through
the trains and subways as an intermediate through the
di#erent sub centers that converge at the node, carry-
ing workers and visitors+*.
In summary the conception of the fukutoshin was the
realization of a foreign space that for volume and
spatiality works as a separate administrative and busi-
ness district, whose scale, design patterns and the con-
ception of its regulated open spaces conformed to a
structural complex not in accordance with the tradi-
tional Japanese city.
But if we focus on the planning process of creating
new open spaces, the vital factor was the e#ort put on
the separation of cars and pedestrians. The idea of this
new improvement allowed for consideration of pedes-
trian deck areas and roads as separated spaces, but
both included in the category of open space, in such a
way as to assure a higher percentage of such areas in
contrast to the standards for the rest of the city.
Up to here it could be said that there is a completion
of the original purposes of the fukutoshin project, but
when we analyze the composition of each one of the
open spaces at the central blocks, there, could be found
several cases disregard of the concept idea of integrat-
ing the di#erent open spaces into a whole.
First, because there exist a severe discrepancy in the
amount of percentage ratio of the block area dedicated
to open space, the central management failed to predict
the economic factors that interfered during the con-
struction process. Such problem derives into an aber-
ration of the original purposes for the allowance of
volume transference and the height extension limits.
The idea of maintaining uniformity in the rate stand-
ards for the open space areas, proposed in the central
plan for the management of the fukutoshin of Nishi
Shinjuku were, in that way, not totally overseen, espe-
cially since the pattern design and the composition of
each one of the open spaces areas at the central eleven
blocks have not followed a common criteria, each one
in that way performing as a separate element. This is
at the same time emphasized by a unreliable connect-
ing network between the di#erent open spaces, a phe-
nomenon which accentuates the spatial image of a
constellation of independent open spaces each one fol-
lowing di#erent purposes and not uniﬁed in only one
concept.
The results obtained at the planning for these open
spaces is a classic case of the ﬂaws of manmade and
one-sided overall planning insulated in a hard struc-
ture that doesn’t allow a free interaction with the rest
of the city. Such problems in the result of the open
space planning of the fukutoshin of Nishi Shinjuku
should be avoided in the future planning of Japanese
cities, perhaps relying more on the idea of open spaces
more related to the traditional overﬂow of Japanese
cities which in exchange had a short rhythm in the
dynamic of the use of open spaces, as well as a better
adaptability in the evolution process.
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西新宿 副都心高層街区における
オプンスペスの創出と展開
Fernando IGLESIAS*進士五十八**
平成 +-年 3月 ,*日受付平成 +-年 +,月 +-日受理
要約 : 西新宿は高層ビルとオプンスペスを特徴とする街区により新宿副都心を構成している これは
東京の都心構造の再編戦略として +30*年代前半に超高層ビルのビジネスセンタ建設として構想されたも
のである その内容は従来の丸の内を中心とした単一都心の都市構造を変えて 池袋 渋谷と共に -つの副
都心として位置づけられた
本論は そのような新宿副都心を対象に その中核をなす西新宿高層ビル街区とオプンスペスの形
成過程を その創出から現在までの展開として歴史的観点から分析し 都市構造上の特徴や問題点を導き
今後の都市計画の知見を得ることを主眼としている 分析の結果 新宿副都心計画の焦点は 東京及び日
本 広くはアジアにおける経済拠点の構築にあり そのため様なオフィスビル機能と共に都市交通ネット
ワクの利便性を高めることが重要課題であったこと また高層ビル街区の公共オプンスペスとして計
画された新宿中央公園は この地区の顔となり 都市民の憩いの場として建設された しかし 中心街区と
この公園との相互関係が十分でない また従来の日本型都市空間には見られないセミパブリックなオプン
スペスが多数計画されたものの 建物階数に見合った公開空地が十分に確保されておらず そのデザイン
も街区毎に相違があるため全体的な統一感が希薄であり確保した量の効果が十分発揮されていないこと
更に街路空間の一部である歩行者空間とこれらセミパブリックな空間との 係わりの計画 に重要な課題が
残されていることを指摘した
キワド : 西新宿 副都心 再開発 オプンスペス 高層ビル
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